
2023 Trends to Watch  
Businesses are facing a variety of complex IT challenges that didn’t exist a few short years ago, and 
digital pivots continue to be at the center of post-pandemic IT strategies.

One thing that’s certain? There’s no going back. 

For many, overnight adaptations driven by crisis have now transformed into permanent ways of  
doing business. 

Here are the top digital pivots IT leaders should follow into 2023 and beyond.

INDUSTRY SUMMARY

Bandwidth-Hungry Business   
Applications Abound. 

The pandemic transformed video conferencing, digital file sharing, 
and real-time collaboration tools from “nice to have” to necessities 
overnight. Many businesses struggled to find the right combination of 
applications that would maintain productivity from home and serve 
customers without overwhelming inexperienced end users. But today, 
most have it down pat.

The problem? Even though companies now have a firm grasp of what 
applications are necessary to conduct business, enterprise networks 
were never built to support them. Bring Your Own Device (BYOD), 
hybrid workplaces, security issues and increasing cloud storage are 
only complicating things further.

Consumers Strike a Better Balance Between 
the Digital and Physical. 

At the height of shelter-in-place orders, consumers took nearly 
all physical aspects of their lives online, putting immense strain 
on broadband networks. Remote work, remote learning, and live-
streaming entertainment took center stage. 

And although the instantaneous need for all three has decreased, the 
convenience of having them as ongoing options still lingers.

According to a recent Deloitte report on connectivity and mobile 
trends, nearly half of all employees continue to work from home at 
least part time and roughly one quarter of consumers reported at 
least one household member is attending school remotely from home. SOURCE: Netskope

On average, employees upload, 
create, share and store data in:

17
collaboration 

apps

7
cloud storage

apps

4
webmail apps



Jitter-free business video conferencing and live streaming classrooms, 
along with real-time collaboration tools, are still necessary for 
optimal remote experiences.

And although many forms of entertainment have shifted back to the 
physical, the pandemic gave consumers a taste of what’s possible 
with in-home entertainment. From binging entire seasons of popular 
TV shows and gaming online to the wee hours of the morning to 
uploading TikToks and streaming live from popular social media 
channels around the clock, consumers continue to stay plugged into 
applications that gobble up bandwidth.

These persistent digital consumption habits continue to impact 
network performance – where “peak hours” are any and every time of 
day, forcing a 24/7 bandwidth load most carriers have been unable to 
manage.

ILECs & Cable Providers vs. National Providers. 

Mid-sized and enterprise business needs changed rapidly in the last 
year, and 2023 will be no different. Yet both national carriers and 
local incumbents struggle to provide the speed and agility companies 
desperately need to keep pace with new opportunities, rising 
challenges, and fluctuating requirements.

Serving both residential and business customers, incumbents focus 
more on quantity than quality. Their main goals are to keep adding 
new subscribers and getting the most mileage possible out of their 
existing network infrastructure. They’re comfortable with the status 
quo, and they’re banking on their customers feeling the same way.

Their business model and general outlook may make sense for some, 
but not for mid-sized and enterprise companies that need affordable 
and customizable solutions – not just one or the other. 

As a result, businesses that have moved beyond startup mode are 
stuck in a rut with little options. Both ILECs and cable providers 
experience challenges like:

 Inflexible and unsecure legacy equipment

 Inability to quickly address network outages

 Unable to reduce latency and lag times

 Difficulty managing bandwidth spikes 

On the other hand, national providers may have attractive prices, but 
it’s only because their service offerings come prepackaged. And as 
“the Big Guys” get bigger, it becomes harder for them to simplify and 
combine all the disconnected networks they acquire – which doesn’t 
bode well for midmarket enterprises looking to expand.






The approximate average 
amount of data used by a US 
household each month. 
SOURCE: OpenVault
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Static Networks Won’t Cut It In 2023. 
 

Enter regional service providers. 

Regional service providers (RSPs) are emerging as a preferred option 
for midmarket businesses because of their distinct advantages over 
national carriers and local incumbents. 

RSPs can hold their own when it comes to delivering on complex IT 
requirements, and yet they’re small enough to stay fast, flexible, and 
nimble. And with solid financial backing, RSPs are well-positioned to 
block and tackle advancing market demands.

More specifically, RSPs bring the following to the table:























Static networks won’t 
cut it in 2023. IT 
leaders need adaptive 
networks to change 
and move bandwidth 
when and where it’s 
needed most – at all 
times of day. 

Whether it’s flexible terms and pricing or network adaptability and custom configurations, RSPs can do it 
all – provided by experts who live, work, and play in the communities they serve.  

It’s time for IT leaders to break free from mediocrity and demand more from their service providers.

Local Presence with Tailored 
Solutions

More Network Features and 
Better Equipment

Above and Beyond Flexibility 
and Service

Serve both on-net and 
near-net locations 

Meet business-specific 
requirements 

Leverage local engineers 
and leaders 

Intimate familiarity with 
the market

Newer infrastructures  

Strategic route builds 

More adaptable 
configurations 

Faster SLAs 

Best-of-breed gear

Transparent and fair pricing 

Business use case 
development 

Expert help around the 
corner 

Leveled-up customer 
service

Partner with FirstLight  

Network connectivity is the core of every business. So choosing the right partner is crucial.

We offer organizations a full suite of advanced fiber optic communications services including Data, 
Internet, Voice, Unified Communications, Data Center, and security solutions like DDoS and Ransomware 
protection-all backed by a dedicated, local support team. 

Exclusively owned and operated by FirstLight, our network spans approximately 25,000 route miles, nearly 
13,000 lit locations, with access to an additional 125,000 locations, in six states with connectivity  
to Montreal.

Ready to get started? Visit us at firstlight.net or call 
888-832-4976. 


